
Privacy policy Persis Treasures 20- februari - 2019 
 
The privacy of our customers is very important for us. We respect and adhere to the privacy laws set 
by the Dutch government and the EU. This means that we handle personal data carefully and only use 
those data that we need to process and send your orders. The data is stored on the secured servers of 
mijnwebwinkel.nl 
 
 
Orders 
For processing our orders we need certain personal data. The data we need are: billing & shipment 
address(es), email, sex, name, address, hometown, phone number, payment data. These data are 
stored for 7 years as is required by Dutch fiscal law. 
 
Data sharing with third parties 
We work together with some partners for the processing of your order. 
 
-Paymentprovider Klarna- 
This partner provides the payment system of our shop. They will use only the data they need to process 
the paymen. 
 
-PostNL- 
Our shipments are send using the postal company PostNL. The delivery address, name, email and 
phone number of the consumer can be shared to ensure successful delivery.  
 
-MijnWebWinkel- 
Our website runs on the web shop service Mijnwebwinkel. All your data is stored on a secure SSL-
connection by mijnwebwinkel.nl. Mijnwebwinkel ensures that the security level is suitable for the data 
that is processed.  
  
Mailcontact 
Our emails are saved for three years. Emails older than 3 years are automatically deleted from our 
mailbox. We will never send you emails for promotion out of our own initiative. Your email address 
will only be used for communication about your order or for our newsletter if you subscribe to it 
yourself. We will also not share your data with any others than the third parties listed above in this 
privacy statement. 
 
Cookies 
Our website uses cookies to function correctly. You will be asked if you accept the use of cookies upon 
entering our website.  
 
Security 
The security of your personal data is very important for us. We make sure that your data is secure 
and we keep trying to make our service even more secure. All people who have access to our 
companies data have signed a processing agreement.  
 
Changes in this statement 
Changes in our services can change our privacy statement as well. So keep an eye on the date of the 
statement and check for new versions. 
 
Seeing, changing or deleting your date 
If you have any questions about the personal data we process you can contact us using the contact 
details listed below. 



 
U have the following rights regarding your data: 
 
Seeing which data we process and what we do with it. 
Correcting mistakes 
Deleting old data 
Revoking your permission 
Making complaints about our data processing  
Complaints or remarks 
If you have any complaints or ideas on how to improve the privacy of our clients you can always 
contact us.  
 
Contact details 

Persis Treasures 
Wijnbesstraat 18 
6543TJ Nijmegen 
The Netherlands 
Returns address: 
Olympiaweg 18 
5143NA Waalwijk 
The Netherlands 
 
Website: www.persistreasures.nl/en_GB 
Phone number: 0650654194  
Email address:  info@persistreasures.nl 
KVK (Dutch chamber of commerce) number: 78699428 
VAT number: NL003371196b36 
IBAN/bank account number: NL 52 BUNQ 2047 2396 13 
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